
Trapped in the Ice:
The Tara and The Fram



– An introduction to The Arctic, its geography and history of exploration
– Not a lecture just a lecture on boats, rather on perspectives. How we can 

understand sea ice and its role in the ECS
• Early exploration for a route through the Arctic Ocean
• The Fram, the first attempt to understand the Arctic Ocean

– A palaeo perspective: Climate change is a thing of the past
• Reconstructing sea ice

– A modern perspective
• SHEBA (Surface Heat Budget of The Arctic Ocean)
• Damocles (Developing Arctic Modeling and Observing Capabilities for Long-

term Environmental Studies)
– Tara expeditions et Damocles….

– A new perspective…Satellite Imagery; a revolution in understanding Sea 
Ice Processes?

Trapped in the Ice:
The Tara and The Fram



The Arctic

• The Arctic Circle is an imaginary line that 
marks the latitude above which the sun does 
not set on the day of the summer solstice 
(usually 21 June) and does not rise on the 
day of the winter solstice (usually 21 
December). North of this latitude, periods of 
continuous daylight or night last up to six 
months at the North Pole.

Or..
• The area north of the treeline (the northern 

limit of upright tree growth) 
Or..
• Locations in high latitudes where the 

average daily summer temperature does not 
rise above 10 degrees Celsius 

Each of these places the Arctic in a 
slightly different location!

Defining the Arctic



Arctic Sea Ice extent
Seasonally highly variable
• Summer (Sept) 4.7million km2

• Winter (March) 15.2million km2

Increasing this has become annually variable too, between 1979 to 2007 the Arctic has lost an 
area of sea ice equivalent to 15 times the size of the UK. This has had important climatic 
and political ramifications for the whole of the Arctic, with new claims on both resources 
and navigation rights, and severe climate and resource implications



Arctic Bathymetry 

Variable
– 5000m in some of the 

deep troughs
– Barents Sea is shallow 

250-500m

What are the implications 
for past glaciations of 
The Arctic?



The Arctic Ocean
A large Ocean Basin
• >4000m deep in parts
• Associated active plate 

boundaries
• Low solar input year round, but 

still stratified by thermocline



• Critical linkages to global 
oceanic circulation

• At the Last Glacial Maximum 
Ice potentially grounded in:

– Hudson Bay
– Beaufort Sea
– Laptev Sea
– Barents Sea
– Labrador Sea

The Arctic Ocean



Why is the Arctic So Sensitive to Climate 
Change and Why Do We Care? 

• Recognised in the 19th

century
• Albedo effects
• Positive feedback
• What about in winter?

– Spring melt earlier
– Autumn freeze later
– More heat loss to 

atmosphere from oceans

=Arctic amplification



The extended melt season
• Atmospheric cooling, causes more heat release from ocean to 

atmosphere by artificially warm ocean not caped by sea ice 
• increases autumn temperatures
• Very Strong +ve feedback relationship



Future predictions + Arctic amplification= not good for 
sea ice or the Arctic system..

• Air temps
• Sea temperatures
• Sea Ice (albedo)
• Tundra (albedo)
The Arctic is one of the fastest 

warming parts of the Earth at 
present and understanding the 
strong feedback loops between 
sea ice and the ocean and 
atmosphere are critical to reducing 
uncertainties in future predictions



• Early exploration of The Arctic 
Ocean was driven by the need 
to find a shorter trade route to 
the East 

• Evidence for an ‘open seaway’
came from evidence of material 
potentially transported from 
Alaska and Siberia

• There were many attempts to 
find an elusive North West 
Passage, including the ill fated 
Franklin expedition in 1845, 
which ended in disaster with the 
loss of all its members.  
Although many ‘rescue’ parties 
were sent, the events that took 
place are still debated.

Exploring the Arctic Ocean



Exploring the Arctic Ocean
Nansen's 1893–1896 Arctic expedition

– Due to ship wreckage, most notably from the 
USS Jeannette, as well as driftwood found in 
the regions of Svalbard and Greenland, 
Nansen speculated that there was an ocean 
current flowing beneath the ice sheet from 
east to west, bringing driftwood from the 
Siberian region to Svalbard and further west. 
Nansen had Fram built, in order to explore 
this theory.

– When Nansen realised that Fram would not 
reach the North Pole directly by the force of 
the current, he and Hjalmar Johansen set out 
to reach the pole by ski. Reaching 86° 14' 
north, he had to turn back to spend the 
winter at Franz Joseph Land. Nansen and 
Johansen survived on walrus and polar bear
meat and blubber. 

– Finally meeting a British expedition, they 
managed to reach Norway only days before 
the Fram arrived back there. The Fram had 
spent nearly three years beset in the ice.



Drift of The Fram

• A truly impressive experiment
• Required careful thinking WRT 

boat design
• Allowed in situ measurement of 

– ice thickness
– Ice flow direction
– Velocity
– Ocean depth
– Biology
– Atmospheric conditions

Nansen was a professor of zoology and 
later oceanography at the Royal 
Frederick University in Oslo and 
contributed with groundbreaking works 
in the fields of neurology and fluid 
dynamics. Awarded the Noble Prize in 
1922 and with Swedish mathematician 
V. Walfrid Ekman went on to describe 
Ekman Transport



• Demonstrated the presence 
of The Beaufort Gyre, and 
the Transpolar Drift, and 
particularly the interaction 
between this and the North 
Atlantic Drift

• Insights into the bathymetry 
of The Arctic

Drift of The Fram



First exploration under the ice
• The cold war, a driver in Arctic Exploration

•Mapped the ocean basin in 
detail

•Measured temps/ salinities 
throughout

•All very secret until the end of 
the cold war!

This Photo of RN Oberon Submarine is Copyright © copyright-
free-photos.org.uk



The next big driver in Arctic Exploration

• ‘Climate change and sea ice’
– Need to understand this important but very complex role of sea ice in the 

Arctic in order to:
• Reduce uncertainty
• Identify the key controls in the Arctic climate system 
• Shed light into a ‘black box’ to constrain models and future predictions
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Predicted Arctic Ice free summers byYear

Future Sea ice prediction

Published estimates of ice free summers based on science 
media press releases since 2004.

Future predictions of Arctic 
sea ice are highly 
variable, and have been 
subject to change 
particularly after the 
unexpected 2007 sea ice 
minimum. 

These predictions reflect two 
key issues:

1. The very short 
observational window 
available

2. A limited understanding 
of the key controls on sea 
ice and the regional 
response to its loss  



The 2007 Arctic sea ice minimum
• 2007 was a record low year for 

sea ice, and although the loss 
was annually cumulative since 
the 1970’s , 2007 was 
remarkable. This focussed the 
world attention on climate 
change and the reality of an 
ice free Arctic on human 
timescales

• The North West Passage was 
navigable throughout the 
season, which heightened 
political tension in the Arctic 

• These changes also greatly 
impacted the indigenous 
people and wildlife of the 
Arctic, with marked changes to 
migration, hunting and fishing 
patterns



SHEBA
• Surface Heat Budget of The Eastern Arctic Ocean (1997-

1998)
• Large multi disciplinary project attempting to understand the 

detailed relationships between ocean, atmosphere and sea 
ice

• Motivated by large discrepancies among GCM’s on past, 
present and future behaviour of The Arctic. Particularly:

1. Ice cover, albedo and short wave radiation

2. Ice cover, atmosphere and ocean

3. Boundary layer interaction

4. Up-scaling from local to regional to global

5. Develop data set to test climate models



DAMOCLES
• One of the largest EU projects to date 

(>$30My), included all Arctic states 
• Ran from 2005-2009
• Aimed to produce data comparable to the rest 

of the oceans around the world
– Acknowledging the lack of data in the Arctic

– Includes
• Ice tethered profilers-Ocean measuring

– CTD and ADCP
– Real time conductivity, temp, density and current 

strength
• Ice tethered sondes
• Tomography

– Acoustic measurement of temperature in the Fram
Straight

• ULS floats
– Upward looking sonar at constant depth

• Met buoys
• Ice mass balance (remote sea ice thickness)
• Gliders
• Drifting station Tara



DAMOCLES et TARA
A key element of The DAMOCLES 
project was to follow in the wake of 
Nansen's 1893–1896 Arctic 
expedition, taking the same track 
across the floating pack ice.

The result was a much faster drift, 
that took the TARA far closer to the 
pole than The Fram. The was 
suggested to be due to the far more 
mobile nature of the pack ice today, 
with far less multi year ice and fast 
ice than at the time of The Fram
Drift.

Web link:  http://www.damocles-eu.org/research/TARA_ARCTIC_2007-2008_The_Great_Arctic_drift_54.shtml



A new way forward
• In situ measurements are critical!
• But, satellite remote sensing offers a unique opportunity
• Over 30 years data available
• So much data…. So few computers! 
• Unique view from both oceanographic and metrological 

satellites in polar orbits, and increasingly common in 
Geosciences



Satellite Remote Sensing
• Can be divided into passive or active remote sensing
• Dependant on presence of sensor or sensor and receiver
• Can be in any Wavelength or frequency of the Electromagnetic 

spectrum from visible to infrared to RADAR and microwave
– Can study the surface area
– The properties (e.g. first or multi year ice)
– The thickness of sea ice (RADAR or Laser altimetry)



Some examples of passive & active 
satellite RS

• Passive measurement of reflected solar 
radiation (eg. visual and near-infrared band)

• Passive measurement of thermal radiation
(eg. thermal infrared and microwave
radiometry)

• active measurement of return signal from 
active radar systems (eg. SAR, 
scatterometer, altimeter, SLR) 



Satellite altimetry



Sea Ice surface

• Knowledge of sea properties 
allows this to be used to 
demonstrate sea ice thickness

• ‘Free board’= 10% of sea ice 
thickness. This + knowledge of sea 
level=ice thickness

• Any obvious problems with this 
relationship?

90%

Requires field validation..



Remote Sensing
• What other active RS systems can be used to measure thickness / age of 

sea ice?
• What properties could we look for?
• Although visible is great, microwaves penetrate cloud, and do not require 

light source (the sun)!
• Microwave backscatter or emission is surface dependant

Typical sea ice at the start of the 
melt season, notice the highly 
variable nature of the surface with 
ponded water and pressure ridges



In Conclusion

• In situ measurements are critical to improve our understanding of physical 
processes and boundary conditions both in the past and today

• But, although very romantic, freezing yourself into the Arctic Pack is not the 
only way to get very useful information on all Sea Ice Processes

• Satellite Remote Sensing (both passive and active) provides unique and 
powerful insights


